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Working Together for the Future of Your Pension Fund 

 

 

 

First Reveal (Right) 

 

Pensions – Changing Circumstances 

In common with many countries, our pensions environment is getting more complex. 

A combination of increased regulation and lacklustre performance in the equity markets, 

means pension funds now have to work harder to provide an adequate return and 

appropriate member benefits – while, all the time, ensuring they comply with new 

directives and regulations. 

The capital markets, in response to these changing conditions, have developed new, and 

more complex, investment vehicles: including private equity, derivatives and hedge funds. 

These can ease some problems such as fluctuating interest rates, but are also more involved 

and demand specialist knowledge and better risk management to achieve the best from 

them. 

With a major regulatory focus on governance, pension fund trustees also have to be on 

their guard that nothing they do will be open to misinterpretation. Although yet to be 

tested in law, the current general view is that Pension Boards of Trustees will be directly 

liable if anything goes wrong. 

Many new demands are also being put on the sponsoring companies. From reporting 

standards – including having to include pension details on the balance sheet at market 
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interest rates (adding interest rate exposure to their list of concerns) – to business issues 

such as the drain on cashflow affecting commercial investments and strategic decisions. 

Yet there are strategic options that pension fund managers and financial directors can take 

to ensure that funds and sponsor organisations work in harmony and can face the future in 

the best possible shape. 

 

Pensions – The Strategic Options 

Most pension professionals now believe that the decision to do nothing is not a realistic 

option. Investment and regulatory pressures will only grow and delaying the decision to 

adapt will make the change increasing difficult. 

Opting to increase internal resources means competing in the employment market. Good 

pension expertise is difficult to find and consequently expensive. 

Choosing an insurance option certainly gives better risk control but immediately becomes 

less flexible and more costly as this risk transfer has to be paid for. 

Many industry sector-wide schemes exist – indeed, it is estimated that half the Dutch 

population is in one of these plans – so merging into one of these could be a powerful 

option. However, once chosen is almost impossible to reverse. 

Pooling with other similar schemes to achieve economies of scale will certainly improve 

risk control and share costs but, again, will reduce flexibility. 

Outsourcing, through a Fiduciary Manager, provides a way of improving both risk control 

and flexibility. Costs may initially be a bit higher, but the increased buying power should 

normalise these.  

Fiduciary Managers share the strategic objectives of the fund, design and manage the 

portfolio in line with agreed objectives, and can handle as many aspects of the management 

as required.  

The right choice can bring an integrated range of skills to help the fund – a powerful 

combination of actuarial, investment management and corporate finance. 

 

First Reveal (Left) 

Fiduciary Management – An Integrated Solution 

At XYZ we believe that Fiduciary Management is the best solution to the situation facing 

many Pension Fund Managers and Financial Directors in sponsor companies. 

Fiduciary Management is a special type of pensions outsourcing. The Fiduciary Manager 

provides an integrated pensions management service, centred around portfolio management 

but able to provide the whole range of administration and custodial services as required. 
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Fiduciary Management is designed to help promote well-being and performance of both the 

Pension Fund and Sponsor Organisation.  

Pension Fund Managers can gain an immediate increase in their management capacity with 

access to a complete range of relevant high-level skills and experience. This allows them to 

focus back on servicing the scheme members, while maintaining control of the strategic 

profile of the investment portfolio – knowing that all the tactical, daily management is being 

handled by specialists. 

Crucially the Fiduciary Manager also appreciates the issues of the sponsor organisation and 

provides corporate finance expertise and techniques from specialists who fully understand 

the pension perspective. 

With XYZ, that means a proprietary modelling tool that aggregates all the critical pension, 

company finance and human resources data to put the total pension picture into a larger 

financial context, and provides a complete range of scenario planning. 

And, despite what some reports on Fiduciary Management solutions indicate, with XYZ a 

pension fund is not locked into any fixed long-term contracts. And XYZ, as Fiduciary 

Manager acting on behalf of the pension fund, aims to ensure that levels of expertise are 

maintained within the fund itself. 

The name comes from ‘fiduciary duty’ – a legal idea that demands the absolute highest 

standard of care from ‘trustee’ to ‘principal’. We believe wholeheartedly in this concept 

and feel that our shared aims and effective processes will themselves create enduring 

relationships. 

What a Fiduciary Manager can contribute 

 Advice and support 

 Portfolios built to match company finance and pension finance goals  

 Portfolios built on a sound, risk controlled methodology 

 Professional risk management delivered via constant monitoring of 

circumstances and goals 

 A stringent monitoring and replacement process for investment managers 

 Consolidated, timely and customised reporting 

 A fully flexible outsource model that can be tailored to the fund and sponsor 

organisation’s needs 

 

Full Reveal (Centre & Right) 
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Portfolio Management 

Central to the XYZ Fiduciary Management concept is portfolio management based on a very 

simple and effective idea. 

XYZ offers over 30 years of top-level asset management and has developed its proven and 

highly effective Manager of Managers concept – providing independence and flexibility, 

better governance, improved control and administration, and the opportunity for more 

consistent investment performance. 

Manager of Managers means that XYZ does not have any internal investment managers but 

selects external investment managers who achieve against specific performance measures in 

their own specialist areas.  

Through detailed research, careful analysis and extensive modelling, XYZ creates and 

maintains a series of funds – each using one or more external investment managers chosen 

by XYZ as best-in-class.  

This means that all pension funds, no matter what size, can now have access to some of the 

best specialist managers, rather than having to rely on one ‘generalist’ manager and hoping 

they will have enough knowledge and skill to deal with a variety of investment classes. 

The managers are selected through a rigorous top-down study using advanced Quantitative 

and Momentum Models analysing the behaviour of finance in different sectors, which is then 

combined with a detailed examination of which managers perform best against their specific 

objectives. 

This allows the managers to be chosen for what they do best. Regional funds, for example, 

are often most effectively handled by locally based managers: something that might 

previously have been ruled out on the grounds of cost. 

XYZ also contract with the managers, decide how much of the portfolio that each will 

manage, and centralise the administration – so flexibility is built in and a pension fund 

portfolio can easily, and quickly, be adjusted in line with any changes or developments and 

be realigned with the strategic objectives. 

XYZ can also change managers who underperform and carry out sensible succession 

planning when managers move on – all with the absolute minimum of disruption. 

Each XYZ Fund is monitored daily and reviewed in-depth every XX weeks. They are also 

the subject of verifiable disclosure to strict industry standards, so that their performance is 

a matter of public record. 

These XYZ Funds are each assiduously risk-profiled and performance-measured: providing 

a comprehensive range of ‘building blocks’ from which any number of different pension fund 

portfolios can be built, each with its own characteristics of risk and return. 
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Once a pension fund – in association with XYZ investment planning professionals – has 

created the target risk profile, an optimal portfolio can be build quickly and easily with the 

simplest of administration and the minimum of paperwork. 

 

 

Advisory services 

Key to XYZ delivery of strategic advice is the proprietary modelling capability. By 

aggregating all the critical pension, company finance and human resources data, the total 

pension picture is placed into a larger financial context. 

XYZ models how a variety of legislative, capital market and interest rate scenarios affect 

future contributions and other key pension and company finance ratios. For example, the 

XYZ modelling tool allows access to full financial statement projections and evaluation of 

scheme specific funding solutions. If a change is made to a scenario resulting changes to any 

pension or company finance metric can be instantly seen.  

 

 Financial Modelling (Pension and Plan Sponsor) 

 Objective-setting PF / Sponsor 

 Asset / Liability Study 

 FTK Analysis 

 Strategic Asset Allocation 

 Financial Reporting & Support (incl ABTN) 

 Plan Level Hedge Overlay 

 

Administrative support 

 Portfolio Rebalancing 

 Manager Pooling Services 

 Securities Lending Program 

 Comprehensive Plan Reporting 

 Internet Access to Plan Information 

 Risk management 

 Transition management 
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Custodian Services support 

 xxxxxxx 

 xxxxxxxx 

 

XYZ Fiduciary Management – Benefits to Pension Fund Managers 

 opportunity to refocus on strategy 

 complete toolkit for supervision and control of implementation 

 better fiduciary and governance process for Pension Board 

 integrated, coordinated advice from pension experts who also understand your 

sponsor and it’s corporate finance requirements 

 top-level investment guidance  

 improved investment results 

 investment through pooled funds benefiting from economies of scale 

 professional, full-time, and independent fund management 

 continuous monitoring of investments 

 verifiable performance tracking 

 risk profiling of portfolio 

 portfolio tailored to achieve specific agreed objectives, eg: limiting the volatility of 

contributions, improving funded status or controlling pension expense 

 simple investment contract arrangements 

 flexibility for changing portfolio quickly and easily 

 modelling services at no extra cost (optional) 

 administrative support at no extra cost (optional) 

 custodian services at no extra cost (optional) 

 no long-term fixed contracts 

 access to local and full international XYZ resources. 

 

 

 

XYZ Fiduciary Management – Benefits to Sponsor Companies 
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 integrated, coordinated advice from corporate finance experts who also 

understand your pension fund and its requirements 

 full transparency and understanding of the pension program and its effects on 

corporate finances 

 advanced modelling based on aggregating all critical pension, company finance and 

personnel data  

 extensive scenario planning options 

 tailoring the portfolio to align with corporate strategic objectives  

 access to local and full international XYZ resources 

 

 

Back Cover 

 

The XYZ Advantage 

 Advanced corporate modelling capability and scenario planning. 

 Manager of Managers investment process is top-quality, with unsurpassed breadth and 

depth. 

 Manager of Managers results are verifiable, in the public domain, and have a long track 

record. 

 Large and very experienced research team and therefore reduced dependency on key 

individuals. 

 XYZ is a specialist in Fiduciary Management with 15 years experience. 

 XYZ considers Fiduciary Management a core activity, now and in tomorrow. 

 Cost-effective investment solution through pooled funds benefiting from economies of 

scale. 

 Single contract with XYZ, so increasing diversification opportunities and reducing the 

time necessary to replace underperforming managers. 

 XYZ is completely independent, therefore has no conflicts of interest and will always 

act in the clients best interest 

 

Successfully helping companies to meet today’s pension challenges 

Many pension advisers offer a range of skills but we believe that at XYZ, we offer the 

perfect combination of actuarial, corporate finance and investment management skills – 
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working in multi-disciplinary teams to set and achieve the right goals for the pension funds 

and their sponsors. 

XYZ is one of the very few a professional organisations that can provide a specialist 

combination of an asset manager’s understanding of pension funds and an investment bank’s 

understanding of corporate finance. 

XYZ has successfully been engaged by more than 100 companies* to provide modelling and 

analysis for over 150 different pension schemes worldwide using XYZ Fiduciary 

Management services. 

[Note: Possibly some client names] 

 

A History of Innovation 

For more than 20 years [Note: This is UK brochure info. MoM brochure indicates over 30], XYZ 

has been a pioneer in creating innovative pension and investment management solutions. 

Our proactive approach anticipates the challenges of a changing pension landscape and helps 

prepare our clients to meet those challenges. 

XYZ’s Global Institutional Group consists of more than 280* professionals focused on the 

areas of company finance, pension finance and investments all dedicated to delivering 

strategic solutions to our clients. 

XYZ is currently one of the largest providers of the Manager of Managers investment 

process, with more than £86 billion* in assets under management worldwide.  

 

* As at 30 September 2006 

 

If you would like to discuss any of the issues raised, or to arrange a no-obligation initial 

meeting, please call 
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